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Abstract-Solvent effects studied in simple heterogeneous redox reactions, and for amalgam formation
reactions have been reviewed. It is emphasized that on the basis of a regression analysis of the data, solvent
effects relating to the pre-exponential factor of the electron transfer rate constant can be separated from
those for the exponential term. Analysis of data in non-Debye solvents such as the alcohols shows that
the parameters relating to the second dielectnc relaxation process are more important than those for the
first in determining the magnitude of the rate constant. Examination of solvent effects for amalgam
formation reactions reveals that they are quite different from those observed in electron transfer processes.
As a result. it is concluded that the rate determining step in the amalgam formation reaction is ion transfer.
not electron transfer, and that this rate limiting step is often located in the inner part of the double layer.
Data recently obtained for the electroreduction of Cal 1) in the nitnle solvents are presented and discussed

S,.with respect to solvent trends found for other systems.
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IN RODUCTION surrounding the --.etal ion being reduced are solvent
molecules. In suci a reaction, the reactant must pass

During the last decade, considerable effort has been through the dou"'le layer in order to become incor-
made to understand the role of the solvent in the porated in the 7-etallic electrode. These processes
thermodynamics and kinetics of relatively simple were traditionall. regarded as electron transfer reac-
charge transfer reactions in liquid solutions[I, 2] and tions in which the metal ion was reduced in the
at electrodes[3, 4]. The simplest type of electrode solution near the electrode, and the unstable metal
reaction is the transfer of one electron to or from a atom then reacted with the mercury to form an
reactant in which no bonds are formed or broken. amalgam(24]. On the basis of more recent discus-
and which remains in the solution near the electrode sion(25, 26], amalgam formation is considered to be
without interacting with it chemically. It is now a complex process involving a number of possible
generally recognized that the solvent affects the kin- elementary steps including electron transfer, ion
etics of such a reaction in two ways, namely through transfer, adsorption, metal ion incorporation in the
its effect on the magnitude of the Gibbs energy of electrode phase, and chemical steps. The elementary
activation, and its effects on the pre-exponential step of most interest on the basis of recent discus-
factor4]. The role of the solvent in determining the sions(27, 281 is the ion transfer step in which the
activation bamer to electron transfer has been recog- reactant moves from one position in the double layer
nized for some time on the basis of the work of to another and experiences a change in electrostatic
Marcusj5]. The observation that the solvent affects potential. It is easily shown that the kinetics of such
the kinetics of redox reactions in another way was a step are potential dependent in the same way as
first reported by Kapturkiewicz and Behr[6] who those for simple heterogeneous electron transfer. It is
found that the variation in the heterogeneous rate obvious that the kinetic parameters for electron
constant for oxidation or reduction of transition transfer and ion transfer steps should be quite differ-
metal salene complexes with solvent followed the ent, more particularly they should be affected by the
variation in the reciprocal of the solvent's viscosity, solvent in quite different ways. Considerable data
At about the same time, it was predicted theoretically now exist in the literature regarding solvent effects on
that the pre-exponential factor of the electron trans- the kinetics of reduction of the alkali metals(27-291,
fer rate constant should depend on the solvent's the alkaline earth metals(30, cadmium[31-331 and
dynamical properties under certain circum- zinc(34, 351, so that a comparison with data for
stances(7-10]. Subsequently, solvent effects on simple simple electron transfer reactions is possible.
heterogeneous electron transfer reactions have been In the present paper, we will review the present
examined in a number of experimental studies and state of knowledge regarding solvent effects in elec-
the theoretical predictions examined in some de- tron transfer with special emphasis on methods for
tail(I 1-23]. separating solvent dependence of the pre-exponential

Amalgam formation is an electrode reaction which factor from that of the Gibbs energy barrier. Some
is necessarily more complex than simple electron consideration is also given to reactions in non-Debye
transfer but of fundamental interest when the ligands solvents such as the straight chain alcohols, and the
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interesting consequences of multiple relaxation pro- e. and the static '.alue. f, as follows:
cesses in these solvents discussed. Finall., solvent
effects for amalgam formation reactions are re- - 4)

examined and compared with those for electron
transfer processes. These parameters are obtained by studying- the ,re-

quency dependence of the solvent permttivity 'A hich.
according to the Debye model, is given by

SOLVENT EFFECTS IN SIMPLE ELECTRON 6,-1'
TRANSFER REACTIONS e(O) = -J (IIT)

As a result of recent theoretical develop- where u is the angular frequency. The fraction -1 is a
ments(7-10, 36. 371, the expression for the standard function of reaction adiabaticity and the relative
rate constant of a simple electron transfer reaction contributions of the inner sphere and outer sphere
may be wntten as reorganizational energies[3 7]. If the reaction is

weakly adiabatic, andor AG, is large relative tok, = ArL 'exp( -AG" RT), 1) i ag eaiet
%G *, i approaches 0. On the other hand, if the

where A is the solvent independent part of the reaction is strongly adiabatic and the contribution of
pre-exponential factor. x a fraction between 0 and I. AG*, is negligible. a approaches unity.
and AGO, the Gibbs energy of reorganization. The On the basis of the above, equation (1) may be
last quantity is made up of inner and outer sphere rewritten as
contributions. AG, and AG *,. respectively. The inner
sphere contribution is normally solvent independent k,= ALj'exp(-AG,'RT)exp(-gy) (6)
unless the ligands surrounding the redox center are or, after taking logarithms,
solvent molecules. AGo,* is always solvent dependent Ink, = In K - 2 In t -97, (7)
on the basis of Marcus theory, and can be written as

A G~ R RTg-, (2) where In K is the collection of terms remaining after
removal of the terms in In rL and -. One may asse

where g is a collection of constants together with the the relative importance of solvent effects in the pre-
size-distance paramcter which depends on the sizes of exponential factor and the exponential term by fitting
the reactants and, / is the Pekar factor, namely, equation (7) to 2xperimental data for In k, using

I I values of rL ard 7 from the literature. Such an
S... - (3) analysis ignores :.e possibility that other terms in the

6o L pre-exponential :actor depend on the solvent, as will

E' is the optical dielectric constant and c, its static be discussed fur!',er below.
value. The important parameter determining the sol. A collection of values of rL and y for solvents
vent dependence of the pre-exponential factor is the whose dielectric relaxation behaviour is reasonably
longitudinal relaxation time L. It is related to the simple is given in Table I. The longitudinal relaxation
Debye relaxation time, rD, the high frequency value time for these systems varies by more than an order
of the dielectric constant in the near-infrared region, of magnitude, from a low value of 0.2 ps in aceto-

Table I. Solvent parameters relevant to estimation of the electron transfer rate
constant iDebye solvents)

Solvent Longitudinal Pekar
relaxation time* factori"

r% pS

Acetone (AC) 0.3 0.495
Acetonitrle (AN) 0.2 0.529
Benzonitnle (BN) 5.8 0.390
Chloroform (CF) 2.4 0.276
Dichloroethane (DCE) 1.6 0.384
Dichloromethane (DCM) 0.9 0.382
Dimethoxyethane (DMXE) 0.8 0.371
Dimethylacetamide (DMA) 1.5 0.459
Dimethylformamide (DMF) 1.1 0.463
Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) 2.1 0.437
Hexamethylphosphoramide (HMPA) 8.8 0.438
Nitrobenzene (NB) 5.3 0.387
Nitromethane (NM) 0.2 0.498
,.V-methylpyrro:iJone (NMP) 2.5 0.435
Propionitnle (PN) 0.4 0.503
Pyridine (PYR) 1.3 0.359
Tetrahydrofuran (THF) 1.7 0.38118
Tetramethylures (TMU) 6.0 0.433

*Defined in equation (4).
tDeftnd in equation (3).
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nitnie to a high of 8.8 ps in hexamethylphospho- Among Lhe systems considered for the above
rarmde, the corresponding vanation in In :L being anal)sis was the tris(hexatluoroacetylacetonato)
close to a factor of four. On the other hand. the ruthenium tilt It) couple studied recently by Weaver
%anation in the Pekar factor is somewhat less, and e a/.[23]. Heterogeneous rate constants were reported
falls in the range from 028 to 0.53. It is easily shown in six solvents, five of which could be considered
that there is no correlation between In r L and in simple on the basis of the criteria discussed above.
general, so that. if one has data in a sufficient number However. statistical analysis of these data showed
of solvents, separation of the two main components that the parameter In rL was fortuitously correlated to
of the solvent effect is possible on the basis of a the Pekar factor y with a correlation coefficient of
regression analysis. 0.997. Thus, the analysis presented here could not be

Literature data relating to solvent effects for simple applied to this set of data. Although we have no
heterogeneous electron transfer reactions were ana- dispute with the conclusions reached by the authors
lyzed earlier on the basis of equation (7)[38]. An of this study, it is very important that the choice of
Important component of that analysis was the presen- solvents be such that separation of the effects con-
tation of partial regression coefficients which give the sidered here can be made on a statistical basis with
fraction of the explained variation in the In k, due minimum reliance on detailed theoretical models.
either to In rL or to -1. Representative results including Although a reasonable body of data is available in
more recent data are summarized in Table 2. The the Debye solvents considered above, the collection is
relaxation coefficient x varies from 0.3 for the ni- considerably increased if one considers non-Debye
tromesitylene system to 1.0 for tetrathiafulvalene. solvents such as the alcohols. In a recent discussion
The partial regression coefficient i is usually high. of non-Debye solvents[41], it was shown that, if the
indicating that most of the solvent dependence is relaxation time for the non-Debye system is assumed
associated with the pre-exponential factor in the rate to follow the model proposed by Hynes442], that
constant. In assessing these data one should keep in kinetic data in non-Debye solvents fall in line with
mind that double layer effects were not considered. those obtained in Debye solvents. To a good approxi-
Although they are minimal for these systems, which mation. the dielectric relaxation behavior of alcohols
involved singly charged reactants or products. they can be described by the equation
should be taken into account in a complete analysis I, _ ,
of solvent effects[4j. On the basis of the results f((0) = + - , (8)
presented, most of the systems studied to date are I +j(oWr I +jor?
only weakly adiabatic or involve relatively large where c. is the permittivity at the end of the first
contributions from AG,;. The one exception is the relaxation region tin the microwave region), r, the
tetrathiafulvalene system discussed recently by relaxation time for the first process, and r, that for
Grampp et al.[22]. They showed that the kinetic data the second process. The first process is associated
for homogeneous electron transfer could be described % &,th the breakup and formation of clusters in the
in some detail by the model for adiabatic systems[39] alcohols, and the second with monomer rotation. In
and that the size-distance parameter could be esti- a more complete description of dielectric relaxation in
mated rather precisely on the basis of an ellipsoidal the alcohols(43], a third process corresponding to
representation of the reactant. Somewhat less success rotation of the hydroxyl group around the C-O
was obtained in the analysis of the heterogeneous bond in the alcohol is recognized, but this process at
data, probably because of double layer effects. Com- very high frequencies is not distinguished from the
parison of the parameters for the phenothiazene[16] second for present considerations whit;h are limited to
and cobaltacenium systems 17] with those reported short chain alcohols. According to the treatment
earlier[38] reveals some small differences. These are given by Hynes(42], the longitue.nal relaxation time
due to the fact that the datum for propylene carbon- for a complex solvent with two relaxation processes
ate was removed in the present analysis. According to is a function of frequency witn a high frequency limit
dielectric relaxation data[40], propylene carbonate given by
cannot be treated as a simple Debye solvent so that [f1  f]-
the parameters used in the earlier analysis(38] for this rL= + , (9)
solvent were incorrect. It is interesting to note that whe
the cobaitacenium system is only weakly adiabatic, a w
conclusion which is supported when data for non- A ,,1, , (10)
Debye solvents are also considered[41]. 1,-

Table 2. Analysis of kinetic data for heterogeneous electron transfer for solvent effects on the basis of equation (7)

Normalized partial
Relaxation rtgression coefficients Number of Correlation
coefficient solvents coefficients

Reaction 2 1 1 M r

I. Nitromesitylene(0/-)[10] 0.3 ± 0.1 0.67 0.33 5 0.992
2. Phenothiazene(0/+)(12] 0.8 t 0.2 0.88 0.12 7 0.905
3. Cobalitacenium(.+/0)(131 0.9 ± 0.1 0.84 0.16 3 0.9"6
4. 1,4-Diarninobenzene(0/+)[14 0.6 ±0 I 0.95 0.05 6 0.961
5. Tetrathiafuvalene(0/+)(17j 1.0 ± 0.5 0.95 0.05 7 0.924
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H,,nes[21 demonstrated that in the case oC ,eaklv 0 DCM o DMA
adiabatic reactions, a cate;ory which includes most D M EF
sstems considered here. the appropriate value of :, IMSO* - EtCH

is that given by eqation 9). It is interesting to note TMU oN
that values of CL. are much smaller than values of rL
estimated on the basis of equation (4). For example,
in the case of methanol for which :, = 49.8 ps. the 0.1 1.0 10
estimate of ;. assuming c, = 2.00 and E, = 32.65 is .rL/lP3
3. 1 ps. On the other hand, on the basis of equation Fig. 1. Plot of the logarthm of the standard rate constant
h u). the estimate of -L. is 0.5 ps. It is clear that the for the electroreduction of cobaltacenium cation at Hg in 12
high f'requency limiting value of rL is greatly influ, solvents against the logarithm of the solvents' longitudinal
enced by the faster reiaxation process, the value of relaxation time. Debye solvents are designated by 10) and
!L. being close to that one would estimate in the non-Debye solvents by (A). The abbreviations for the
alcohol under circumstances for which clusters did solvents are listed in Tables I and 3.
not exist[41, 441. Another non-Debye solvent whose
dielectric relaxation can be described on the basis of
two processes is propylene carbonate{40]. Values of so that a plot of the function on the left-hand-side
" L. for the non-Debye solvents considered here are against the Pekar factor should yield an estimate of
summarized in Table 3.

According to equation (7), In k, should be linear the size-distance parameter, g. In the case of hero-
in In r if solvent effects predominate in the pre- geneous reactions, this parameter is given byfS]
exponential factor. A plot of data for the reduction-,,,-1 1
of cobaltacenium cation at a mercury electrode in 12 iq g = 3-2 a - (13) RT
different solvents is shown in Fig. 1. It is clear that where 3 is Avogadro's number, e the charge on the
a good linear relationship exists between In k, and wetren a is A adrs n b the c hargeonrthenate a
In rL, the slope of tie plot being -0.7. If there were electron, a the radius of the reactant represented as
no solvent dependence of the reorganizational barrier a sphere. R, it. distance from its image in the
to electron transfer, the slope of such a plot would paducting electde. and e, the permittivity of free
give the relaxation parameter 2. However, one cannot sA plot of the neti data for heterogeneous elec-
rely on this result since the analysis ignores the term
in -. On the other hand, the data show clearly that tron transfer in the COBCOB system[17] according

when L. is used for the non-Debye solvents.te to equation (13) and assuming a = 0.9, is shown in

kinetic results in these solvents fall in line with those Fig. 2. It is apparent that a reasonable fit to the
for experimental data is obtained for the Debye solvents

obtained in Deby solvents. If the estimate Of L for alone. However, when the data for the alcohol sol-
non-Debye solvents is based on e,, , and r1, as was vents are added, the correlation between
the case in earlier work[16-18], then the behavior of Intk, + a In L and - is lost, and one cannot make
non-Debye solvents appears anomalous with respect reasonable estimates of the kinetic parameters. On
to that in Debye solvents(41]. the other hand, it was shown recently[41] that if the

When the parameter 2 is known, the solvent depen. Pekar factor for the non-Debye solvents is defined on
dence of the Gibbs energy of activation may be the basis of the second relaxation process, that is, as
examined by correcting the logarithm of the rate
constant for the solvent dependence of the pre- , I I (14)
exponential factor. Thus, on the basis of equation (7), 4E 0" E .
one may write an excellent correlation between In k, + a In L and y'

In k, + a In rL = In K - g-1 (12) is maintained (see Fig. 3). This arbitrary redefinition

Table 3. Solvent parameters relevant to estimation of the electron transfer rate constant
(non-Debye solvents)

Solvent Longitudinal relaxation time* Pekar factort
/ rLZ PS t 1 ,'p5 7 7'

Methanol (MeOH) 0.5 3.1 0.538 0.387
Ethanol (EtOH) 4.1 14.8 0.500 0.315
I-propanol (PrOH) 16.9 44.7 0.474 0.248
I-butanol (BtOH) 25.6 66.1 0.454 0.221
Propylene carbonate (PC) 3.0 3.4 0.480 0.388

ofLt is defined in equation (9); tLI is defined by equation (4) with the relaxation time
r, replacing to .

t'7 is the normal Pekar factor defined on the basis of the bulk dielectric constant i,
[equation (3)t; -' is the Pekar factor in the same solvent in the absence of the first
relaianon process (equation (14)).
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intervalence charge transfer energy. E,. for bifer-
-29.S -PrH rocene cations as a function of solvent nature.

BzN eDMA Although they had difficulty rationalizing their re-
-29.0 *D MePC oMOOH suits on the basis of a simple model in which the

cation was represented as two spheres between which
" TMU U AN an electron is transferred, the value of E,, was linear
-29.5 DMSO AC * in the Pekar factor to a good approximation in Debye

_ _ _ _solvents[46]. As far as the present analysis is con-
0.4 0.45 0.5 cerned. the assumption that AG, is proportional to

the Pekar factor is supported experimentally pro-

Fig. 2. Plot of the loganthm of the standard rate constant vided one does not include non-Debye solvents.

for reduction of COB' corrected for variation in the An important question remaining is whether or not

longitudinal relaxation time of the solvent. In k, - i In ,L other terms in the pre-exponential factor are solvent
against the permittivity parameter for the solvent, 7. with dependent. We pointed out earlier47 that the elec-

2 = 0.9. Data for Debye solvents are designated 0) and tronic transmission coefficient K is expected to be
those for non-Debye solvents (N). The dotted line shows the solvent dependent in a heterogeneous electron trans-
correlation based on Debye solvents only. The units of k, are fer process because the distance of closest approach

meters per second and of rL. seconds. of the reactant to the electrode depends on solvent
size. Present treatments of double layer effects do not
give any easy way of dealing with the discrete nature

of the Pekar factor suggests that the reactant in the of the solvent. Another aspect of this problem has
non-Debye solvent system is solvated mainly by been addressed by McManis et all481, especially for
monomers, and that the local dielectric constant is the case of homogeneous electron transfer. They
lower than the bulk value. It is obvious that the extent pointed out that the degree of overlap between
of dielectric saturation in the vicinity of the reactant orbitals on the components of a redox reaction affects
would depend on the size of the reactant and its the shape of the Gibbs energy barrier for electron
charge. For the systems tested to date, the correlation transfer, and hence the value of Kc. These consider-
between In k, + 2 In r, and the Pekar factor only ations are critical in the interpretation of the z and g
holds when the latter quantity is estimated on the coefficients in the analysis discussed above (equation
basis of equation (14) for non-Debye solvents. This (7)], and in the s:-oice of the appropriate relaxation
result merits further investigation, time function. particularly in non-Debye solvents.

A problem with previous analyses of solvent effects Another aspect )f this problem is related to the
on electron transfer kinetics is that the solvent depen. manner in which :he non-reacting counter ion affects
dence of the pre-exponential factor has been exam- the local concentration of the reactant through local
ined after correcting the observed rate constant for ion pairing or by changing the average distance to
the solvent dependence of AG, on the basis of the which a reacting species may approach the electrode.
Marcus model in its simplest form [see equation In this regard, Peterson and Evans[49] showed that
(13)][16-18, 21]. It has been customary to assume the enthalpy of activation for the electroreduction of
that reasonable estimates of AG*O can be obtained nitroethane in acetonitrile solution is essentially inde-
assuming that the reactant can be represented as a pendent of the nature of the tetra-alkylammonium
sphere and that the imaging distance R, is effectively cation whereas the pre-exponential factor decreases
infinity. As shown by Grampp et a.[22, 451, the markedly in going from 0.1 M tetraethylammonium
estimate of dG, is very sensitive to the geometrical perchlorate to 0.1 M tetraheptylammonium perchlor-
model proposed for the reactant. Thus, serious errors ate as inert electrolyte. These authors attributed the
in the estimation of the exponential part of the rate observed differences to changes in K(4 9]. The ques-
constant can result if one is not careful in estimating tions raised by these studies would be more easily
AG:.. In order to circumvent this problem, McManis addressed for heterogeneous reactions from the point
et a!.[46] proposed that better estimates of AG could of view of a molecular description of the interface,
be obtained for the metallocenes by measuring the and it is encouraging that significant progress has

been made in this direction[50].

-28.6- DM SOLVENT EFFCTS IN AMALGAM' 'ORM T]
E * A ION REACnONS

*-29.0 -
- 0CM - OMF

PMON The role of the solvent in amalgam formation
-29.5 -MU *AN-. AC reactions is clearly different on the basis of existing

experimental evidence(41. In the case of reduction of
metal ions under conditions that the solvent is also

0.3 0.4 0.5 incorporated around the ion as a ligand, the Gibbs
• Y , energy of activation is found to increase with the

Fig. 3. The same plot as in Fig. 2 but using the revised Gibbs energy of metal ion solvation[4. This result is
permittivity parameter y' [equation 14)] for non-Debys taken to be evidence that the rate controlling step is
solvents. The full line shows the correlation based on all the ion transfer under circumstances for which some of
solvents, and the dotted line, on the Debye solvents only. the primary ligands around the reactant are changed.
The units of k, are meters per second and of tL, seconds. In an ion transfer step, as the reactant moves closer
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to the interface, it can no longer maintain its original ient the closer it occurs to the interface. If two or
solvation sheath, and eventuaily must share the so!- more steps are involved in the mechanism. steps
'atjon sheath of the electrode. Finally. the reactant occurnng closer to the interface change their rates
reaches the interface where it is solvated partially by faster than those occurnng further away. As a result,
solvent molecules and partially by mercury atoms. if the step occurring closest to the interface is slowest
This step has been called an adsorption step but it can at the most positive potential, it is probably the
also be regarded as a special type of ion transfer step fastest at the most negative potential. EvtdoA.w
in which the environment of the reactant changes in chane, r.,. , ,4 t.rh pntenltil p n hahiy rk
a pronounced manner. In any case, partial desolva- farSt_"t the ml. .e 'r_ , Evidence for
tion is a likely component of ion transfer, so that the change in the r.d.s. with potential has also been
molecular aspects of ion-solvent interaction are crnti- obtained in studies of the reduction of Cd: and Zn:
cal in determining the kinetics of the reaction. On the ions both from aqueous[53-55] and non-aqueous
other hand, a simple electron transfer reaction in- solutions[32-351. These data also suggest that the
volves a fixed inner sphere environment, and the r.d.s. involves an inner layer reaction at more positive

| solvent~is a continuum one. potentials, and that the r.d.s. moves further away to
Examination of kinetic data for the reduction of the vicinity of the outer Helmholtz plane at more

Li" ions in a variety of non-aqueous sol- negative potentials. (o. 14.p
utions[4. 27-29] led to the conclusion that the logar- More recently, we have investigated the reduction
ithm of the standard rate constant is linearly related of Cu(1) at mercury from the nitrile solvents in which
to the Gibbs energy of reactant solvation, AG'I,. The it is stable. This reaction was chosen because it
resulting relationship is involves only one electron and occurs close to the

In k, = constant + 0.37 0 5, potential of zero charge (pzc) on mercury, Zihereas
the reduction of the alkali metal ions occurxat very occ. nfs

This may be regarded as a Bronsted relationship negative potentials. It also provides an interesting
between the Gibbs energy of activation and the Gibbs contrast to the alkali metals in that its interaction
energy of solvation. In the case of the reduction of with the solvent is much stronger. Otherwise, as is
Na" ion, the corresponding relationship is well known from the chemistry of transition metal

In k, = constant + 0.18 AGO_ (16) ions, Cu(l) would be unstable to dismutation. If
W1 Gelectron transfer is the rate determining step, the

The Bronsted coefikc.:nt for the sodium reaction is resulting Cu atom formed in the double layer would
considerably smaller than that for Li*. This is at- interact very we.±kly with the solvent so that one
tributed to the fact that solvation of the Na" ion is would expect the Gibbs energy barrier for this step to
weaker. Correlations such as those given by be very asymmet:ical. the potential energy surface
equations (15) and (16) are often presented in terms defining the reactint in the direction of the reaction
of the donor number, DN. an empirical parameter coordinate being much steeper than that for the
which evaluates a solvent's ability to act as a Lewis product[561. Another possible rate determining step is
base[51]. It has been shown that the donor number adsorption in which some of the solvent molecules
correlates well with the Gibbs energy of solvation of surrounding the Cu(I) reactant are replaced by mer-
simple monatomic cations521 as one would expect. cury atoms. The Gibbs energy barrier for this step is
Since values of AG,., are often not available in undoubtedly asymmetrical as well because of the fact
non-aqueous systems for all cations that one would that Cu interacts rather weakly with mercuryS7.
like to consider, it is simply more convenient to use A summary of kinetic parameters for the reduction
the donor number and assume that a linear relation- of Cu(I) obtained in four nitrile solvents with 0.1 M
ship exists between the two quantities. . tetraethylammonium perchlorate as background elec-

On the basis of the data obtained for the alkali trolyte is given in Table 4. The donor number range
metal ions(27-29] and alkaline earth metal ions(301, it in these solvents is small, from a low value of 12.0 for
is clear that double layer effects are very important in benzonitrile to a high of 16.6 for butyronitrile. With
these reactions. Large variations in the standard rate the tetraethylammonium perchlorate as electrolyte, a
constant and experimental transfer coefficient were correlation between In k, and DN is apparent for the
observed when the nature of the cation in the back. alkylnitriles, but not for benzonitrile. However, the
ground electrolyte was changed. The experimental viscosity of benzonitrile is almost four times that of
evidence indicated that the rate controlling step was acetonitrile, and it is entirely possible that this might
located in the inner layer, and that it involved ion affect an ion transfer step, particularly if the displace-
transfer. When the kinetic data in a given system were ment of solvent molecules at the reaction site is
obtained over a wide potential range, evidence was involved.
obtained supporting the conclusion that the nature of The second feature of these data is the anomalously
the rate determining step (r.d.s.) changes with poten. high values of the apparent transfer coefficient. It
tial. Since the experimental transfer coefficient de. should be noted that the data reported in Table 41
creases with change in the potential in the negative have been corrected for the double layer effect in the ."
direction, this was taken as evidence that the location usual way, that is. assuming that the reaction plane ' A ..
of the r.d.s. is moving further from the interface is coincident with the o.H.p.[26, 58]. The fact thaLt.- -.
under the same conditions. Since the rate of change values of m, greater than unity were observed isj
of electrostatic potential with distance becomes attributed to the reaction site being located in the.
smaller as one moves from the interface to the inner part of the double layer. Under these circum- -
solution, one may make the general statement that an stances the apparent transfer coefficient is higher than
ion transfer reaction becomes more potential depen, the true or intrinsic value because the actual potential
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Table 4. Kinetic parameters for Cii E, reduction in theimtrles"

.),andard Tri.nsfer Re enthalpy of
Rate constant :oepcient jacts' atioa

Solvent+ k, cms .l l kJ moi- j.;;.., .. '

Acetonitnle 0.142 1.05 26.7
Propionitnle 0.134 1 05 23.1
Butyronitrile 0080 1,02 16.4
Benzonitnle 0.128 0.90 24.6

'All kinetic parameters corrected for double layer effect.
tElectrolyte = 0.1 M TEAP; temperature = 25 C.

at the reaction site is more negative than that on the be easily treated on the basis of the simple Frumkin
o.H.p. In addition, it is highly likely that the true correction. This correction ignores the fact that the
value of the transfer coefficient is significantly greater reaction site may not be located on the o.H.p. and,
than 0.5 as a result of marked asymmetry in the more importantly, that the actual potential at the
Gibbs energy barrier of the r.d.s.[56]. reaction site may be quite different from the average

Finally, the values of the real enthalpies of acti- value. The latter circumstance is especially true when
vation for this reaction fall in the range from 16 to non-reacting ions are specifically absorbed at the
27 kJ mol - . These can be compared with values for interface. The double layer effect can lead to signifi-
the reduction of cobaltacenium cation and other cant changes in the Gibbs energy barrier involved in
organometallic redox systems(591 which fall in the the reaction with solvent nature. If this change is
range from 15 to 20 kJ mol - . Since the present ignored, solvent effects in heterogeneous reactions
results are similar to those reported earlier, and since can easily be misinterpreted.
the corresponding AG,* for Cu* reductiosi would The most promising developments in the theory of
almost certainly be very large compared with the the double layer are those based on a non-primtive
organometallic systems for which there is little struc- description of the solution at the interface50]. Using
tural change, it would seem unlikely that the rate these methods, and recognizing the size of the various
determining step for .ae Cu' reaction is electron ionic and molecular components in the system, it
transfer. Unfortunately, too few data are available should be possi-ie to estimate more carefully the
for the enthalpy of activation for electrode reactions contribution to ;-.e Gibbs energy of a reactant due to
in the two categories considered here to make a its electrostatic en'.ironment. Then, a more molecular
proper distinctiM, at this time. description of reactions in liquids and at interfaces

In summary,'experimental evidence strongly indi- will be possible.
cates that the r.d.s. in amalgam formation reactions
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